
Some people prefer to live in a house, while others feel that there are more 
advantages to living in an apartment.

Are there more advantages than disadvantages of living in a house compared with 
living in an apartment?

In the past, the concept of living in a shared and compressed area never comes came to 
people’s mind and most people were living in private houses. By introducingwith the 
introduction of modern life and human ability in construction of skyscrapers, however, 
the apartment was added to house buyers’ or renters’ options. Now, the question is 
which one is more suitable for us, living in a concreted capsule or possessing a quietly 
small house?

The first and foremost, when we own a house, we will have the privacy. Consider a 
crowded apartment that where/in which you have to deal with unfamiliar people and 
you do not have the freedom to do what you like. For instance, you cannot simply listen 
to your favourite music loudly or host large parties until one or two of in the morning, or 
in most apartments having pets is prohibited. Actually when we decide to live in a 
residential complex, we have to obey many red tapesrules and regulations.

Moreover, usually apartment residents have to share resources together, and they are 
not permitted to alter them by their own decision. For example, yards and gardens are 
shared, and some restricted rules ban you from growing up your vegetables in there.

In addition, it seems when you buy a private house, you own a piece of land, not a space 
on other roofs. Owning a land gives people a feeling of peaceful; but if, owing to any 
natural disasters, your house is destroyed, you will have a land to build it again and 
these ownership conditions induce feel of confidence to the landlord.

In conclusion, while living in an apartment has some undeniable benefits like low costs 
in services and maintaining, a secureity feeling, more chances for communication and 
getting help and support by more neighbours, it would be more pleasure pleasant for 
humankind, the sense of possession, freedom and solitude in their territories.


